
Tyre and Mechanical Workshop Business for Sale North
Brisbane

For Sale
Location: Brisbane

Asking:
$999,000
$999,000 + Stock

Type: Transport/Automotive

Contact:
Frank Willett
+61 415 288 954 or +61 7
3831 2300

aubizbuysell.com.au/121287

LINK Business Brisbane
Broker Ref: BR01616

Frank  WillettImage not found or type unknown

A Highly Reputable Tyre and Mechanical Workshop |
Brisbane North
The business operates from a spacious and modern facility, located on a  prominent major arterial road
with right in and out access on Brisbane Northside. The workshop is fitted out with the modern
equipment 5 hoist's and relevant tyre fitting equipment.

The business has a great reputation in the community, being the only outbound tyre and mechanical
operation and has a long standing loyal repeat customer base, a strong referral network, and growth
through the mechanical side of the business. The business is fully staffed with workshop foreman &
sales manager &  qualified mechanics and tyre fitters.

With its outstanding location, the site will give the new owner a huge advantage to capitalize on the
growing business model and progressive franchise model.

Business Highlights:

- Takings  showing outstanding returns to the seller
- Large workshop, spacious and modern reception area, managers office and large ample customer
parking.
- Long established business operating over 20 years in current location
- Operating systems and procedures manual in place to ensure the operational efficiency of the
business
- Loyal and skilled workforce - Business is not reliant on the vendor.
Excellent profit margins SDE $425,000 aprox.
- Performing Franchise model.
- Long lease 
- Open 5 1/2 days per week
- Plenty of growth opportunities

This offers an investor the opportunity to acquire a well-established Tyre and Mechanical workshop with
an excellent reputation, with the added bonus of a brand new shop fit and new equipment, a skilled
workforce. strong financial returns and plenty of room for further growth and development.

Enquire now to discover more about this opportunity.

Business Brokers: David Hall & Frank Willett
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